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T

here was no lack of hard work
for the ParentingTT team as
we rolled into the second quarter of
this exciting year. With our mission
to empower, inspire and improve
parenting life in T&T firmly in
mind, we charged ahead using our
well established arsenal of tools and
techniques as well as incorporating
new and cutting edge modalities
of teaching and healing for our
parenting community.
Having the benefit of a fully
qualified and stable staff who
blossomed under ParentingTT’s inhouse support program, we took the
opportunities afforded us through
governmental and corporate contracts
to another level. Beetham Gardens,
Gonzales and the North Coast
environs were the main recipients of
our loving focus with the continuation
of the Love and Logic and Peer
Helpers, 21st Century Parenting and
Appreciative Inquiry training courses
in Beetham and Gonzales sponsored
by Citizen Security Programme. On
the North Coast Cheryl McKenzieCook continued to work with the
community members on projects
sponsored by British Gas.
Closer to ParentingTT’s home,
we continued hosting “Shift!” – the
monthly personal empowerment
workshop that is part of our fund
development drive. Due to continue
at the end October, Shift! continues
to grow and is receiving good
reviews from attendees, many of
whom concede that their minds and
lives have shifted, grown and been
enhanced by the information, tips
and techniques shared during the

7-Session Interactive Course
of Practical tools for parenting
today’s children:
•
•
‘What a catch!” ParentingTT fishing for fun.

workshop. We guarantee that even
if you attend only one session, you
will leave with new knowledge on
how to consciously create the life of
your dreams!
ParentingTT will also be hosting
an Anger Mastery course set to begin
in October 2013. There is limited
seating available for this popular
workshop which also includes
counseling sessions where necessary.
Please contact the office for fee and
registration details.
We are thrilled to announce that
the much anticipated ParentingTT
Media campaign is underway with
the selection of Jessie-May Ventour
as producer! With funds received
from the JB Fernandes Trust, the
campaign is due to be launched in
October, 2013, and will comprise
radio messages, parenting tips in
newspapers, social media interaction
and a weekly radio programme on
Radio 103. This project is being
coordinated by Esuyemi Ogunbanke
of Lunar Communications.
Also underway is the student
mentoring program at Blanchisseuse
Secondary School (BSS).



•
•

Raise responsible children
Parent with empathy not
anger
Learning from consequences
Be a peaceful parent

Cost: $500.
Facilitators
Alicia Hoyte &
Dr. Karen Moore
Clinical Psychologists
September 28th to
November 9th, 2013
25 Sanchez Street, Arima
2:00 - 4:00 pm
For information on registration
call:
664-1520; 324-5380;
390-2802 or 385-4968
or email us at:
parentingtt@gmail.com
Anna Kay Seaton, Mentoring
Trainer, conducted the first training
session for the mentors at the end of
June with more sessions scheduled
for later in the year. In July, a “meet
and greet” was held for the mentees,
parents and mentors and was a great
success.

Approximately 24 mentees, 13
mentors and 15 parents attended the
event. It presented a good opportunity
for the parents to learn more about
the programme and ask questions.
Sincere thanks to the Principal and
Vice Principal of BSS – Mr. Mario
Kalloo and Mrs. Nicole Riley – for
accommodating ParentingTT at this
event.
We know that all work and no play
makes Jack (and Jill!) dull so, with
that in mind, the ParentingTT staff
combined business with pleasure
at two fun filled outings during the
quarter. Parents and children from
the Beetham community were treated
to a relaxing visit to the Caroni Bird
Sanctuary where many took the
opportunity to enjoy their first boat
ride down the Caroni River. The
natural setting with its lovely flora
and fauna was the perfect getaway
from the hustle and bustle of city life
and a good time was had by all.
Workshop participants from
the Gonzales community had their
chance to relax with family during a
visit to the San Fernando Hill. The
“Gonzales Got Talent!” show was a
thrill as community members of all
ages revealed their skills. There
was no shortage of talented singers,
dancers, and actors. Everyone agreed
it was a wonderful day and, coupled
with a fabulous lunch, an experience
to be repeated.
On a more somber note, we
said goodbye to our colleague
Asha Lewis, Assistant Marketing
Coordinator, who – along with her
six sisters – has ventured into the
world of entrepreneurship with the
opening of an event management
business: “Seibens!” While her
talents and comradeship will be
missed, we wish her all the best in
her new venture.
Thank goodness for our dedicated
group of volunteers, Margaret Fraser,

Korena Peters, Esther Subran-Simon
and Joseann Galindo who have
given time and energy on part-time
basis to help out our very busy staff.
ParentingTT continues its work of
making our services known to the
wider public with several outreach
ventures including manning booths
at Trincity Mall, as well as the recent
World Peace Festival at NAPA,

Port of Spain. More than $500 in
donations was raised at the Mall
and we distributed many newsletters
and brochures. What a fabulous
opportunity to speak directly to
parents and others who previously did
not know about the organization.
Onwards and upwards we
continue to climb, one day at a time,
one parent at a time. Blessings!

Coming soon at ParentingTT
Becoming a Love and Logic
Parent
7 Saturdays 2-4 p.m. Starting 28th
September, 2013
Facilitators: Dr. Karen Moore and
Alica Hoyte
Anger Mastery Course
30th October to 27th November,
2013
Wednesdays 5.30 -7.30 p.m.
All ages.
Facilitator: Barbara King

Parenting Support Group
Last Friday each month: 27th
September, 25th October, 29th
November. 9.30-11.30 a.m.
Family Counselling
Mondays 9.30 – 3 p.m
Dorian Porter, Social Worker
Wednesdays: 9.30 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Keisha-Anne Alleyne, Clinical
Psychologist
Saturday 10 a.m – 12 noon by
appointment.

ParentingTT office hours
9 a.m – 4 p.m. Monday to Friday
ParentingTT Team
Admin: Jennifer Quildon; Projects: Barbara King, Alicia Retess,
Cindy-Ann Minguel-Bynoe
Office numbers
664-1520, 324-5830, 389-6928, 390-2802, 385-4968

Listen out for our media messages:
Parenting 911 airing on a radio near you soon!
T&T Innovative Parenting Support
A registered non-profit organization
Editor:
Layout:
Proof Reading:
Produced by:
Printed by:

PARENTING SUPPORT NEWSLETTER
Barbara King
Kathryn Duncan
Alicia Retess
T&T Innovative Parenting Support TTIPS)
Guardian Printing Services

Tel: 664-1520
Visit our website or email us today!
Email: parentingtt@gmail.com . Website: www.parentingtt.org



EDITORIAL
This September Parenting Support
observes the 18th anniversary of
publication. This is testament to the
power of mothers and dedication
to an idea. The original mothers
– Marilyn Atherley-Robb, Marina
Torres and me, Barbara King. The
idea: empowering parents through
information and person to person
support.
We have been blessed by the
support and encouragement of
hundreds of women, those who
purchased, subscribed or passed
on newsletters to others as well as
women who valued, supported and
nurtured the fledgeling organization
that grew up around this newsletter,
among them Elizabeth Brown of the

Canada Fund for Local Initiatives
and Michelle Jules and Pooja Joshi
of the Rockefeller Philanthropy
Advisors for the J.B. Fernandes
Memorial Trust.
Sincere gratitude is extended
to the long list of amazing women,
mothers in many guises who have
blessed Parenting Support and
ParentingTT with their wisdom
and experience particularly the late
and great Ivis Gibson of Families
in Action, Joan Bishop and Esme
Raphael of Creative Parenting for
the New Era, Dorian Porter, and
psychologist and former board
member Dorrel Philip. As well as to
a long list of past employees, board
members, associates and volunteers
who passed through bringing and
leaving special gifts that helped to

shape the organization and widen
our reach.
There have also been many
generous and supportive men who
have passed our way – Gregory
Sloane-Seale,
Jemmott
Bain,
Michael Charles and our current
board members Derrick George and
Michael Smith, to mention just a
few.
And of course there are many,
many more generous individuals
who have helped us without our ever
knowing. To you all our deepest and
enduring thanks.
With warm greetings from the
ParentingTT Team:
Jennifer Quildon, Alicia Retess,
Cindy-Ann Minguel Bynoe, Corrine
Bartholomew and Barbara King.

Mothers2Mothers T&T

Empowering and lending support to HIV infected women

T

hrough her recently established
foundation, Mothers2Mothers
T&T, Lorna Hamilton-Henry has
dedicated her life to empowering and
lending support to other HIV infected
women. And while she awaits
assistance from various government
ministries and non-governmental
organizations to take the foundation
forward, the Barataria resident is
doing whatever little she can on her
own.
Making a difference, she believes,
starts with a single step. “I don’t
encourage moping or abortions etc. I
firmly believe that even though you
maybe HIV positive you are not HIV.
HIV does not say who you are, you
are who you were before you were
told that you are HIV positive.”
So why doesn’t she encourage
abortion? She says: “I know most
days I need my kids more than they
need me. They give a reason to fight

they empower me. I tell mothers hold
on, keep fighting. Don’t give up your
dreams I didn’t. I wanted kids, I had
them. I wanted to make a positive
difference, and I am doing that.”
Mothers 2Mothers is about more
than empowering women living with
HIV though, it is about teaching these
mothers how to interact with their
children, build proper relationships
with them, listening to them and
helping them make healthy and wise
sexual decisions.
What people don’t understand
about HIV
“HIV does not affect your basic
human rights,” she says. “That has
not gotten through to people. They
think you shouldn’t get into a taxi or
have access to housing. They think
you shouldn’t have sexual contact
or become a mother. People always



ask me: ‘Who tell you to have
children?”
Lorna is willing to share her story
when others are silenced and made
to feel ashamed for being normal
and having normal human desires.
She feels that many people with HIV
need help. They want to come out,
but they are afraid.
“There are people living with HIV
for 15, 16, 17 years who still haven’t
spoken out about it. Mothers living
with HIV are less discriminated
against than they were before but
there is still a lot more work to be
done.”
“I have never regretted going
public. I know some discrimination
will take place but I am not just a
voice for myself. I am a voice for
many people who don’t want their
status to be known,” OR WHO
DON’T HAVE A VOICE OF THEIR
OWN.

Home truths about good parenting
by Tonya Gooding

“Having children makes one no more a parent
than having a piano makes you a pianist.”
Think for a moment of the teachers who taught you as
a child. Some were more effective than others, some
better with infants, some better with girls, others stood
out for their gifts in communicating with children, or
in teaching science, or sport, or in creating a culture
of kindness in the classroom, etc… and all this in a
profession made up of a small percentage of adults
already drawn to working with children. No teacher
knows it all or is good in all situations.

close to their teenagers; others over-manage their teens;
others simply stop trying. Some because of their own
upbringing understand girls better than boys or vice
versa. Some can be constantly behind the play. But no
parent knows it all. Every parent has a lot to learn. The
important thing is that each parent strives to be a better
parent for his or her particular children.
Complacency is the enemy of effective parenting. Jim
Stenson argues that the greatest gift perhaps that parents
can pass on is the example of their struggle to be better
people, and a large part of that struggle for a parent, is
to be a more effective parent.

Now consider how the capabilities of parents inevitably
fall into an even wider spectrum. Some parents simply
have more natural gifts than others. Some are very

http://raisingsmallsouls.com



is a beautiful responsibility
by Marcus Kissoon, Rape Crisis Society

Tradition and innovation
The traditional gender specific roles
must be relinquished to encompass the
more contemporary role of the modern
parent. For instance, the old fashioned
model of father as the ‘breadwinner’
and protector of the family and their
reputation of being unable to form
emotional bonds with their children
is fast becoming obsolete. In the late
20th century, the position of some
men in the Caribbean has changed
to one of increased involvement in
their children’s lives by for example,
spending more time playing and
interacting with them (Roopnarine et
al 1996).

I

n my everyday life and career,
I have grown to appreciate the
fundamental importance of the family
system as I work with issues of rape,
sexual crimes and domestic violence.
These all share something in common:
the therapeutic necessity of the support
of the family.
The family unit, in some cases,
comprises a mother, a father and a
child or children. The extended family
includes paternal and maternal relatives
such as grandmothers, grandfathers,
aunts, uncles and cousins. In the
modern era of globalisation which
has increased the interconnectedness
of our social sphere and which
highlights the realities of our evolving
world society through Information
and Communications Technologies
(ICTs), it is imperative to recognise the
increases in different types of nuclear
family units, those of single parent and
alternative families and their place in
today’s world.

Moreover, there has been a transition
in the woman’s role, from being only
the primary caregiver in the family and
home to the modern day career woman
with additional tasks of employment
outside the home and in the corporate
world.
The family
In the field of family dynamics, one
simply cannot emphasize enough the
need for parents to fully comprehend
their vital role in the development
of their child’s character and mental
health.
The family is the societal institution
that provides primary socialization.
It is the setting where everyone first
learns what the world has to offer, how
it functions and their role in it. It is the
first classroom your child will ever sit
in and, as time passes by, he or she will
observe and in some instances come
under the influence of other people.
As such, a healthy family foundation



promotes the creation of their unique
persona and value system.
The formation of identity commences
before birth and develops throughout a
person’s lifetime. Therefore, as parents,
your role is to teach your children
lessons, lessons of being. Firstly,
parents need to have a united and clear
understanding in order to formulate
the value system that they intend to
engender in their children. Certain
societal norms may change but once
the basic core values such as respect,
caring, sharing, politeness and open
mindedness have been established then
children are equipped to make good
choices and decisions throughout their
lives.
Fathers, similar to mothers, may
feel overburdened with work and
subsequently may feel as though they
have little time for themselves. On
the other hand, becoming a parent
requires an implicit acceptance of the
responsibility to do all within your
power to give that child the support
and skills to grow emotionally as well
as physically. The window in which
to instil universal values is extremely
small. The simple questions “How
was school today? What did you learn
in class?” give the child a feeling of
importance and models the caring and
concern that will help in coping with
the negative stressors of everyday life.
Fathers
Fathers, you are the first man your
daughters will know and love, the
way you treat her and the lifestyle you
introduce to her, can determine what she
will aim for in the selection of a male

companion later on in life. Therefore,
open a line of communication with
your children, both your sons and
daughters. Teach them what a MAN
is and who he should be. Most
importantly, teach them that men do
have an emotional side and should not
be ashamed to show it. It is your duty
to talk to your boys, especially when
they are young and easily influenced,
remember that the challenges of life
are new to them and when they have
questions, your answers are important,
your very presence is needed.
When your daughter learns what real
love is at home she will not go seeking
a poor alternative on the outside and be
hurt and confused. When sons see their
fathers treat their mothers with love
and kindness and when they see family
problems being resolved in a caring

manner, they will develop healthy,
lasting relationships of their own.
Mothers
Mothers, you start your relationship
with your child nine months before he
or she has ever seen the world. Your
role is not limited to the loving and
caring side of parenting, but you are the
woman from whom your daughters will
learn to become women. The manner
in which you behave and your sense of
self worth can influence your daughter
to adopt the same attitude. This applies
also to the mother-son relationship, as
the respect a mother shows for herself,
is the respect the son will be attracted
to in choosing a potential spouse. In
addition, the relationship between a
mother and father will help their son
determine what a man truly is and what
he gives and deserves in a fulfilling
relationship.

Parenting is a beautiful responsibility.
A responsibility of helping to create
a loving and well balanced life and
ensuring that your child reaches their
full potential.

There are no “Brats!”
Chick Moorman and Thomas Haller are parent educators who provide guidance and understanding of behavior
and parenting communication issues. In an article on their Uncommon Parenting blog they state emphatically:
“There are no brats. They do not exist. Not even one.” They say:
-

There are children who whine, beg and throw tantrums.
There are children who ignore their parents and treat them
as if they were invisible.
There are children who talk back to their parents.
There are children who argue until parents change their
minds.
There are children who talk mean and threaten other
children.

These children are not brats.
There are children who choose inappropriate behavior at
times and need to learn new, more appropriate, replacement
behaviors.”
Haller and Moorman say: “Brat” is a highly-charged emotional
word that is pure put-down. It is an example of evaluative
criticism. An inference that tells more about the judger than
about the child being judged.
Source: Bratbusters, uncommonparenting.com
January 14, 2010



18 years of Empowering, informing
and Encouraging Innovative Parenting
Barbara King, Executive Director
First published in The CSR Review 2012-2013

O

ne morning at a primary school
assembly, a mother interrupted
the assembly to call out her son in
front of the school of about 200
children. He was a lively, bright,
charming boy who was very active,
but bored by school. When he
approached her, a belt appeared in
her hand and she proceeded to let
him know: “If you don’t listen you go
feel!” She followed each word with a
stinging lash across his buttocks and
legs. The onlookers were so stunned
we were paralyzed. The boy did not
cry. Those lashes hurt, but he refused
to cry. There was clearly an internal
battle raging as he fought with the
burning pain. But the humiliation in
his eyes was unmistakable.
That mother was not a bad mother.
Not an evil stepmother, simply an
exhausted, overwhelmed single
parent with a boy-child she could
neither understand nor control. She
had tried everything she knew to
get this ‘harden’ boy to be like other
good, studious boys and had failed.
He seemed destined for failure and
ultimately jail in her eyes.
The child’s crime was that he did not
learn like other children. He could
not sit still for long periods of time
listening to a teacher just talking.
He shuffled, fiddled, daydreamed
and played with pencils, tore pages
out of his books to make planes
and things that moved. He needed
to move! His mother and teachers
could not understand that. They did
not have the information or the tools
to support him.

Witnessing that incident, almost
20 years ago, provided for me the
impetus to take action. Trinidad and
Tobago Innovative Parenting Support
(TTIPS) celebrates its eighteenth
anniversary in September 2013.
Founded in 1995, the organization
was born out of the awareness that
many parents and caregivers, like
that mother, were making critical
errors in parenting, simply because
that was all they knew.

together the layout on a Mac Classic,
Marina and Marilyn Xeroxed two
hundred copies and distributed to
friends, schools and anyone who was
interested, with the direction to copy
it and pass it on. Eighteen years later
we are ParentingTT, still registered as
TTIPS. Based in Arima, the services
and programmes have evolved in
response to client requests and to our
own parenting experiences.

Parent, student and teacher seminars at Blanchissesuse Secondary School
Marina Torres, a Child Development
and Education Specialist, Marilyn
Atherley (now Robb) and I connected
through our work with and passion
for children. We shared a distress at
the way “different” children were
treated by their well-meaning parents.
Marilyn and I were faced with the
results daily in our classrooms and
Marina in her practice.
Parenting Support Newsletter
To inform parents about current
understanding of child development
and modern parenting techniques,
we started the production of the
Parenting Support Newsletter. I put



They now include counseling,
presentations to PTAs and groups,
interactive workshops, parenting
courses and community building
projects. However, the organization
still holds true to its mission to
empower and inform and encourage
innovative parenting.
Through the support and nurturing
of international trusts - the Canadian
High Commission’s Fund for Local
Initiatives and the J.B. Fernandes
Trust 1 - a registered non-profit entity
has been created. The employees have
been trained, guided and coached to
function as a small business.

In 2012 the organization reached
more than 800 men women and
children directly through interactive
presentations
and
workshops
and counseling services. Add the
newsletter distribution and that
number reaches more than 12,000.
Filling a gap
Like many other Civil Society
organizations, ParentingTT clearly
serves an urgent need in our society.
The clientele are primarily parents
from lower and middle-income
families; mostly women and
children, some in the throes of stress,
abuse, poverty or relationship chaos,
with the accompanying emotional
pain and distress. Many of them are
stable, working mothers and fathers
who want to ensure that nothing gets
in the way of their child succeeding
in the education system.
ParentingTT sought to address a
gap in the social services provided
by successive governments. The
government services that exist are
overwhelmed and buckling under
the load. The organization’s work
addresses an urgent national concern
– that of creating wholesome,
supportive home environments for
children; to reduce the number of
distorted and damaged human beings
that have been emerging as adults
from modern-day families of all
classes, creeds and races.
The clients are respectable parents
who want to heal and help their
families. There are many persons
under such financial stress that
they cannot afford professional
services. To have a child assessed
by a professional at a cost of $3000
or more is out of their reach, so the
child loses.

Drawing the vision
Funding challenges
The cost of providing our services
to families has been assisted largely
by foreign agencies like the J.B.
Fernandes Trust, the European Union,
foreign embassies and UNDP, that
have committed to building capacity
and professionalizing the Civil
Society sector through the provision
of education and training in non-profit
management. The Ministry of the
People and Social Development has
provided ParentingTT with a small
subvention in recent years. Many
Civil society Organizations today
are as efficient or more so than some
small and medium sized businesses.
The major challenges are in finding
the financial support to deliver the
services to the people who need
or want them most, in promoting
the services, and to providing the
wide-scale public education that
could reduce social, emotional and
economic problems.
Bold British Gas
The Corporate sector has contributed
in small ways over the years
by sponsoring attendees at the
annual vacation camp, BP paid
for newsletters to be distributed
in Guayaguayare, Lever Brothers



partnered with in their campaign to
encourage play, and others have made
small donations. In 2012 British Gas
partnered with ParentingTT to take a
bold step in supporting children and
families in a two-year project centred
on the Blanchissuese Secondary
school. This project is the first of
its kind and involved educational
assessments for the entire school
population of more than 200 students,
counseling for the students who need
it, mentoring for fifty students, peer
helper training, teacher training and a
community building project aimed at
building on the strengths of the North
Coast parents and communities.
Citizens Security Programme
In September 2012 ParentingTT was
contracted by the Ministry of National
Security to provide parent education
and support services to the Beetham
Gardens and Gonzales Communities.
This has involved working with
members of the community to train
parents in Becoming a Love and
Logic Parent, Peer Helping, 21st
Century Parenting and conducting
an Appreciative Inquiry workshop
to create and build on a vision of
the community based on its current
strengths.
ParentingTT’s next bold step is the
production of a national all-media
campaign that will highlight the
positive parenting practices used in
the nation and encourage parents to
act consciously. This campaign will
start in September 2013 with radio
and press tips accompanied by social
media content and interaction.
We invite you to share in
the satisfaction and sense of
accomplishment we experience
when we see a lives changed for the
better, by becoming a member of the
ParentingTT family.

The pre-birth class

Q: Where does a rabbit learn how to fly?
A: in the hare force.
Q: What’s brown and sticky?
A: A stick.

When our second child was on the way, my wife and
I attended a pre-birth class aimed at couples who
had already had at least one child.

Q: How do crazy people go through the forest?
A: They take the psycho path.

The instructor raised the issue of breaking the news
to the older child. It went like this:

Q: Why did the tomato turn red?
A: It saw the salad dressing!

“Some parents,” she said, “tell the older child, ‘We
love you so much we decided to bring another child
into this family.’ But think about that. Ladies, what
if your husband came home one day and said,
‘Honey, I love you so much I decided to bring home
another wife.’”

Q: What did the grape do when it got stepped on?
A: It let out a little wine!
Q: Where do bees go to the bathroom?
A: At the BP station!

One of the women spoke
up immediately.
Does she cook???”

Q: How much does it cost a pirate to get earrings?
A: A buccaneer
Why was 6 afraid of 7?
Because: 7 8 9
A cowboy arrived on Friday in a small town. He stayed
for two days and left on Friday. How is this possible?
His horse’s name is Friday!

SMILES IN ACTION

Beetham Gardens community members in Peer Helper Training Course
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Parenting Training Resources
Autistic Society of T & T
The main aims of the Group are:
•

•

•

•

•

To provide up to date information
about autism to parents/families
who have a child with autism
so that they can understand the
disorder and be able to help
educate their child.
To increase public awareness so
that the persons with autism will
be better accepted by the society
in which they live.
To establish links with other
groups involved with children
having special needs to better
advocate on behalf of persons
with disabilities.
To
organize
educational
programmes for parents/carers
and the children.
To work with Government
and other agencies to provide
appropriate educational support,
services and therapies for persons
with autism .

Membership
You can become a volunteer, to help
increase public awareness, help
financially, by sponsoring a child in
an educational/therapeutic programme
or help generally with our fund raising
ventures. Annual subscription is only
$20.00.
For information on Autism/Autism
Spectrum Disorder contact:
Autism Place, Ragoo Street,
D’Abadie & EWMSC
Office - 646-5506
General Manager:
Ms. Nichol Alves - 761-1326
Programme Coordinator:
Mrs. Amoy Boodoo - 322-0478
Email: autismtt@gmail.com

CHOICES
Child Welfare League
Choices Adolescent Mothers Centres
are located throughout Trinidad and
Tobago and offer a wide range of
support programmes that are designed
to assist teenage mothers, their children
and partners and to reduce the number
of teenage pregnancies.

Child Welfare League of Trinidad
and Tobago
Stephen’s Clinic Building, Belmont
Circular Road, Belmont
Tel. (868) 623-6301

The Centres also conduct outreach and
education programmes in local primary
and secondary schools. The Choices
– Adolescent Mother’s Programme
is a collaborative effort between the
Ministry of the People and Social
Development and The Child Welfare
League of Trinidad and Tobago.

Common Sense Parenting® (CSP)
is a practical, skill-based parenting
program that can be applied to every
family. Common Sense Parenting®
offers training for parents who want
to build on their existing skills or
learn new ways of dealing with their
children’s difficult behaviours.

Services
If you are a teenage mother or you are
pregnant, you can access a wide variety
of training courses and services that
can help you learn valuable skills, get
a job and be a better mother. Choices
– Adolescent Mothers Centres offer
services such as:
• Day care services.
• Individual and group counselling.
• Skills training, literacy training
and academic courses.
• Health and nutrition information,
parenting courses and personal
development training.

It is a six (6) week workshop (2 hours
per week) which allows parents to
learn, practice and demonstrate new
parenting skills.

Pregnant teenagers or adolescents,
teenage mothers and particularly firsttime mothers between the ages of
13 and 19 can access these services.
The Choices - Adolescent Mothers
Programme offers a walk-in or referral
service. You can simply call or visit the
Choices - Adolescent Mothers Centre
nearest you. At present, there are five
Choices Adolescent Mothers Centres
throughout Trinidad and Tobago.
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Common Sense Parenting
Are you looking for skills to help you
as a parent, teacher or caregiver?

Common Sense Parenting® classes
help parents: Reduce children’s
problem behavior, improve parent
and family satisfaction, build strong,
healthy relationships.
Contact: The Catholic Centre, 1 Rene
Street, Chaguanas
Phone (Fax): 1-868-672 4280/ 4478.
Mobile: 299 1047
Email: familylife.commission@gmail.
com
Families In Action
82 Maraval Road, Newtown,
Port of Spain
Office Hours: Mondays to Fridays
8:00am to 4:00pm
Tel: 622-6952/5365
Tel: Hotline: 628-2333
Fax: 622-5365
E-mail: families@tstt.net.tt

Mediation - Alternative way to end conflicts
Mediation, as used in law, is a form
of Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR), a way of resolving disputes
between two or more parties with
concrete effects. Typically, a third
party, the mediator, assists the parties
to negotiate a settlement. Disputants
may mediate disputes in a variety of
domains, such as commercial, legal,
diplomatic, workplace, community
and family matters.
The term “mediation” broadly
refers to any instance in which a third
party helps others reach agreement.
More specifically, mediation has a
structure, timetable and dynamics
that “ordinary” negotiation lacks. The
process is private and confidential,
possibly enforced by law. Participation
is typically voluntary. The mediator acts
as a neutral third party and facilitates
rather than directs the process.
Mediators use various techniques
to open, or improve, dialogue between
disputants, aiming to help the parties
reach an agreement. Much depends
on the mediator’s skill and training.
As the practice gained popularity,
training programs, certifications and
licensing followed, producing trained,
professional mediators committed to
the discipline.
The benefits of mediation include:
Cost - While a mediator may charge a
fee comparable to that of an attorney,
the mediation
process generally
takes much less time than moving a
case through standard legal channels.
While a case in the hands of a lawyer
or a court may take months or years to
resolve, mediation usually achieves a
resolution in a matter of hours. Taking
less time means expending less money
on hourly fees and costs.
Confidentiality - While court hearings
are public, mediation remains strictly
confidential. No one but the parties to
the dispute and the mediator(s) know

are willing to mediate means that they
are ready to “move” their position.
The parties thus are more amenable
to understanding the other party’s side
and work on underlying issues to the
dispute. This has the added benefit of
often preserving the relationship the
parties had before the dispute.

what happened. Confidentiality in
mediation has such importance that
in most cases the legal system cannot
force a mediator to testify in court as to
the content or progress of mediation.
Many mediators destroy their notes
taken during a mediation once that
mediation has finished. The only
exceptions to such strict confidentiality
usually involve child abuse or actual
or threatened criminal acts.
Control - Mediation increases the
control the parties have over the
resolution. In a court case, the parties
obtain a resolution, but control resides
with the judge or jury. Often, a judge
or jury cannot legally provide solutions
that emerge in mediation. Thus,
mediation is more likely to produce
a result that is mutually agreeable for
the parties.
Compliance - Because the result
is attained by the parties working
together and is mutually agreeable,
compliance with the mediated
agreement is usually high. This further
reduces costs, because the parties do
not have to employ an attorney to
force compliance with the agreement.
The mediated agreement is, however,
fully enforceable in a court of law.
Mutuality - Parties to a mediation
are typically ready to work mutually
toward a resolution. In most
circumstances the mere fact that parties
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Support - Mediators are trained in
working with difficult situations. The
mediator acts a neutral arbiter and
guides the parties through the process.
The mediator helps the parties think
“outside of the box” for possible
solutions to the dispute, broadening
the range of possible solutions.
The Dispute Resolution Centre
was the first Private organization to
be certified as a Mediation Agency
with the Mediation Board of Trinidad
and Tobago and our Mediators are
certified by the Board. We match
these mediators to cases where their
special experience and expertise
are most relevant. The Centre can
provide full administrative support
for all matters referred to mediation,
including secretarial, accommodation
and housekeeping services. Disputes
may be referred at any stage, before
or after the commencement of legal
proceedings.
Types of Disputes Mediated at the
Centre
The Centre administers simple twoparty disputes to complex multi-party
matters, local and international, with
claims ranging from several thousand
to millions of dollars.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION CENTRE
Ground Floor, Chamber Building
Columbus Circle, Westmoorings.
P.O. BOX 499, Port of Spain,
Tel: 632-4051/637-2642
E: drc@chamber.org.tt
W: www.disputeresolutioncentre.org.tt

